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Abstract 
In normal sense, the formation of lanes is caused by the interactions between the different directional pedestrians. While the same 
directional interactions the interior structure of the lane, is seldom discussed. Here we build a counter flow model with the same 
directional pedestrians moving under two different velocities. We found the lanes of same directional pedestrians, including the 
fast and the slow, overlap each other, and the velocity difference affects the interior structure of the lanes. The lanes of the slow 
usually locate centrally with narrow width and great aggregation; the lanes of the fast locate peripherally with wide width and 
slightly aggregation. This is because that the fast need to avoid the same directional slow ones. And this will make the fast 
slowed down by the slow, just like their velocities are infected by the slow ones. 
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1. Introduction 
Many self-organization phenomena have been observed in pedestrian traffic systems, such as “freezing by 
heating” (Helbing et al. (2000)), arching (Hoogendoorn and Daamen (2005), Zhao and Gao (2010), Helbing et al. 
(2003), Huang and Guo (2008)), clogging (Muramatsu et al. (1999), Kuang et al. (2008a)), faster-is-slower(Helbing 
et al. (2000)), lane formation (Yu and Song (2007), Weng et al. (2006), Fukamachi and Nagatani (2007), Fang et al. 
(2003), Li et al. (2005)), herding behavior (Helbing et al. (2000)), and so on. Understanding the underlying 
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mechanism is very important to design a safe and efficient transportation environment. Among these phenomena, 
lane formation is most well-known and common, widely existing in the channel of subways, streets, and overpasses 
between roads, and absorbs a lot of attentions from researchers. 
In one hand, most of the current researches believe that the interaction between different-directional pedestrians is 
the main reason for lane formation. Helbing et al. (2003), Yu and Song (2007), and Wang et al. (2012) found the 
lane is easy to form if the avoidance force exists within some extent. In Yu’s simulation model for lane formation the 
avoidance force exists in the grids with the VonNeumann distance being less than k. Wang found if the potential 
conflicts with different-directional pedestrians is predictable the lanes are formed better and more regular. Fang et al. 
(2003), Li et al. (2005), Weng et al. (2006) found when the extent reduces, even when the VonNeumann distance is 
1, the lanes can still form. While interestingly if the extent enlarges, even to the whole space, the avoidance force 
still affects the lane formation. Ma et al. (2010) found when pedestrians can sense the avoidance force by topological 
distance, the lanes will generate.  
While on the other hand, the effect of the interaction among the same-directional pedestrians is largely neglected. 
Kuang et al. (2008b) studied the conditions that same directional pedestrians move with different velocities, and 
found each velocity will lead to its own lane. The related mechanism is the faster pedestrians will exceed the slow 
ones from one side while avoid the different directional ones from another side. This means the key is direction 
preference. While by our normal knowledge, such direction preferred avoidance is unusual to observe. So one 
question arises, when without such directional preferred avoidance behavior, what will happen? 
In this work, based on our previous work (Wang et al. (2012)) we establish a counter flow model in which the 
same directional pedestrians move with different velocities. We try to explore how the difference in velocity among 
the same directional pedestrians will affect the formation of lanes. In section 2 the modified model is described. In 
section 3 some experiments and detailed discussions on the effect are given. And in section 4, the work is briefly 
concluded. 
2. Model 
The model is modified from Wang et al. (2012). The moving space is divided into W Lu cells. At each time step 
each cell can be occupied by at most one pedestrian. The status changing of a cell from occupied to empty means a 
pedestrian on the cell moves onto other cells. Thus considering the typical space occupied by a pedestrian in a dense 
crowd (Burstedde et al. (2001)), the size of a cell is set as 40 40cm cmu . It is further assumed that at each time step, 
a pedestrian may move from his current cell to one of the adjacent cells or stop without moving. Back stepping is 
inhibited. Therefore, there are four possible transition positions, as shown by Fig. 1. There are four types of 
pedestrians. The velocity of the fast forward moving ones and downward moving ones is v1, the velocity of the slow 
forward moving ones and downward moving ones is v2, v1 > v2. The total number of pedestrians is N, with each type 
N/4. The left and right boundaries are closed, and the up and down boundaries are open. In each time step some new 
pedestrians are added into the system in a constant density way from the up and down boundaries, i.e. to keep each 
type pedestrian constant in number. 
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Fig. 1. (a) possible transition positions for a pedestrian in the model; (b) basic gains for feasible and infeasible paths. 
The rules for moving pedestrians are set as: 
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Step 1: At each updating time step, calculate the set of feasible paths according to the occupancy condition of the 
surrounding grids. 
Step 2: Solving the following optimization problem, and get the optimal feasible path. Here set 1.1D  . If there 
is more than one path, randomly choose one of them. 
1
1,2, , 1
max ( )
p
j
p ji m j
G i g D 
  
 ¦   (1) 
Step 3: Choose the first option in the optimal feasible path as the current moving action. 
Step 4: Move and then repeat steps 1-3 at the next updating time step. 
Step 5: The position update rule for the pedestrians in the model is randomly sequential update, which means at 
each updating time step, all pedestrians are randomly numbered, and the pedestrian position is updated according to 
the order of the numbers. 
The state of the fast is updated more frequent than the slow. For example if v1/v2 = 2, then the fast is updated 
each time step while the slow is updated each two time steps. 
3. Simulation results and discussions 
First we examine whether the different velocities will lead to different lanes or not. Set v1/v2 = 2, W = 30, L = 
100, PL = 4, and N = 300, the density profiles of the forward moving pedestrians, including the fast ones and the 
slow ones respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Density profiles of upward pedestrians. (a) the fast; (b) the slow. 
By comparison we can see that:  
(a) The lanes of the fast and the slow overlap each other, which means velocity difference will not lead to 
different lanes. So we can conclude that the reason of different lanes in (Kuang et al. (2008b)) is not velocity 
difference but the direction preference of avoidance behavior.  
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(b) The velocity difference affects the inner-lane distribution. The lanes of the slow are much narrower than 
those of the fast, and are of much higher aggregating degree. More interestingly, the fast incline to locate at the outer 
part of the lane, while the slow incline to locate at the inner part. This makes an easy guess that the slow are moving 
more stably and regularly, while the fast are moving more randomly.  
Then, what is the mechanism under the above phenomena? To answer this we proceed with the micro behaviors. 
From the above observations, the lanes of the fast are wider means the location distribution of the fast among one 
lane is more wider. We guess this is because the fast moves with greater swing degree.  
To validate this point, we compared the swing range and frequency. The swing range, SR, is calculated by 
averaging each pedestrian’s far right position minus his far left position. And the swing frequency, SF, is calculated 
by averaging each pedestrian’s turn time in one time step. In the experiment we still set v1/v2 = 2, W = 30, L = 100, 
PL = 4, and N = 50,100,...,800. And we calculate the swing range and swing frequency for the fast and the slow 
respectively. The results are shown in Fig.3. We can see that the fast are moving more vigorous with higher swing 
frequency and larger swing range. They like to move from one side to another with less keeping, while comparing 
with it the slow are moving stably and regularly. 
a b
 
Fig.3. Swing degree of the pedestrians. (a) swing range; (b) swing frequency. 
From the point that the turn is usually caused by the avoid behavior, this means the fast make more avoidance, 
the avoidance to the different directional pedestrians as well as the avoidance to the same direction pedestrians, but 
the slow only need to avoid the different directional pedestrians. 
In experiments, we find another interesting phenomenon that comparing with the condition that there are only 
fast forward and fast down pedestrians, after mixing some same directional slow velocity pedestrians, the velocity of 
the fast will be slowed down. As Fig. 4 as an example, it is the result under the parameters N = 600, v1/v2 = 2, W = 
30, L = 100, PL = 4. From fig.4 we also see that the velocity of the slow is nearly not affected by the fast. This is 
also owing to the difference in swing degree. Too many swings indicate too many block, the current block or the 
future block by the front obstacles. This means the slow pedestrians of the same direction are also the obstacles to 
the fast ones, and besides the block by the different directional pedestrians, the fast also encounter with the block 
from the slow same directional ones. 
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Fig.4. The velocity of the slow and the fast before/after mixing 
From the above analyses, we can see the mechanism underlying Fig. 2 is that the slow encounter less blocks and 
make less avoidance. They only need to avoid the block from the different directional pedestrians, so their swing 
degree and swing frequency is low, which leads to some narrow and greater center-aggregated lanes. While the fast 
encounter more blocks, the blocks from both the different directional pedestrians but also the same directional slow 
pedestrians. This makes the lanes for the fast more wider and less aggregated, and usually locate at the outer area of 
the lane. 
It should be noticed that, the phenomena found in this work do not correlate with the boundary conditions, the 
law still hold for other boundary conditions, such as periodic boundary condition or the constant add-number 
boundary condition we used in Wang et al. (2012). But the boundary used in this paper makes them more obvious. 
Under the periodic boundary condition the lanes are too stable to observe those phenomena, and the constant add-
number boundary condition makes the number of the fast is much smaller than that of the slow. Comparatively, the 
constant density boundary condition in this work makes the result much more reliable.  
4. Conclusion 
In this work, the effect from the interactions among the same-direction pedestrians to the formation of lanes is 
studied. A cellular automation model is established to describe the encounter flow moving, in which the same 
directional pedestrians move with different velocities. Two phenomena were found. One is that the lanes of same 
directional pedestrians, including the fast and the slow, overlap each other. But the lanes of the slow usually locate 
at the center with narrow width and great aggregation degree, while the lanes of the fast always locate at the outer 
part of the lane with wide width and slightly aggregation degree. The other is that the fast will be slowed down by 
the slow ones, just as infected by the slow velocity. We give detail discussions on those phenomena and found the 
underlying mechanism is that the fast need to do much more avoidance action than the slow, which makes them 
swing more frequently and heavily, while the slow need not so many swing so that their lanes are more center-
aggregated. 
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